
PA-TSA Region 8 HS Coding Challenge 

CNC Pasta Printer 

Inspired by patsa.org being so close to pasta.org, you and a group of fellow TSA students have 

set out to create an experimental Pasta printer despite your doubts about feasibility. As the 

team’s coding wizard, you have been tasked with writing the entire firmware for a generic 3D 

printer. 

Your program should load a text file program.txt containing arbitrary g-code move commands of 

the form “G01 X_._Y_._Z_._” listing new coordinates in mm to one decimal place in XYZ order 

perhaps with individual coordinates omitted and an “M30” stop command. 

Then assuming a constant placement, movement, and feed rate of 20mm/s, the program should 

print out the position and time remaining at every step. 

The program should, at a minimum, utilize a main loop, a load() function for file handling, a 

step() function which updates the location, a distanceBetween() function for calculating time, and 

a printStatus() function giving the output. 

Assume your unique SmartSpool technology (which will carry you through States) calculates the 

starting material on the spool as 5,000mm. Once the end of the spool is calculated to be placed in 

the next instruction, the program should pause, inform the user to replace the spool, reset to 

5,000mm and continue upon user input. 

Example g-code Interpretation Example Output 

G01 X0.0 Y0.0 Z0.0 

G01 X2.0 Y2.0 

G01 Z1.0 

M30 

 

Move linearly to 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 

Move linearly to 200.0, 200.0, 000.0 

Move linearly to 200.0, 200.0, 100.0 

End program, return to 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 

 

Position: 000.0, 000.0, 000.0 

Time Remaining: 0:34 

Position: 200.0, 200.0, 000.0 

Time Remaining: 0:20 

Position: 200.0, 200.0, 100.0 

Time Remaining: 0:15 

Position: 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 

Program Complete 

 

To improve for nationals, your team plans to support 3 separate print heads each with 5,000mm 

of material. You plan to write this firmware ahead of schedule in a separate yet similar program. 

Now T1, T2, and T3 commands will be mixed into a file experimental.txt which initialize and 

switch between tools 1, 2, and 3. You must now keep track of each material remaining and 

include a 10 second delay for each tool switch in your time calculation. 

 

  



Scoring Rubric 

Item Points 

load() parses g-code movement data from file /15 

Calculates missing coordinates from data /10 

step(…) updates coordinates /5 

distanceBetween(…) calculates distances properly /5 

Proper time calculations /5 

printStatus() outputs formatted information, doesn’t modify it /5 

Pauses when spool empty /5 

Outputs correct data for secret test file program.txt /10 

  

T1, T2, T3 commands read /5 

Independent spool counters /5 

Times account for tool change /5 

Outputs correct data for secret test file experimental.txt /10 

  

Code efficiency, style /10 

Executes/compiles without error /5 

  

Total /100 
 


